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About This Game

[Story]
With the development of science and technology,

a kind of robot slave is invented by humans. But one day,
the robots have started to fight for

their own nation with self consciousness after their cores are awaken.
But Yuka, an awaken robot, has decided to help humans terminate the robots' rebellion.

[About This Game]
This is a 2D Action Game with the following levels of difficulty:
Standard: Even those that are not used to action games can enjoy.

Advance: Intermediate Level.
Expert: Expert Level.

No Future: For the best of the best.

* Clothing has a durability parameter. Once it reaches 0, it will be broken.

* There are 8 usable characters, They each have their own individual battle styles.

* Develop your base, strengthen your machine, gain skills, improve your special attacks,
explore random dungeons and other such replayability full elements.
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* KAKIN Point System: You can use these points to unlocked features like "Unlimited Revives"
but you don't actually have to KAKIN (pay additional money)

(It's like a in game meta referring to out of game KAKIN style, pay to win play.)

[System]
* 8 usable characters (including YUKA). The characters in the main sample image.

Yuka / Rurumu / LittleSnow / W'SYS / Nashi / Forest / Jilelen /Rusu
Each with different kinds of weapons and play styles.

* Special Attack / Enhancement System.
When you defeat bosses you will receive Battle Chips that can be used to

gain new Special Abilities. Gain experience during battle to enhance.

[Voice Acting]
Yuka: Ritsuka Mizutani

Rurumu SatouShio
LittleSnow: Mimi Mikami
W'SYS: Ritsuka Mizutani
Nashi: Ritsuka Mizutani

Forest: SatouShio
Jilelen: Mimi Mikami

Rusu: Keito Tsuzuki / Ritsuka Mizutani
Furamu: Ritsuka Mizutani

Confirm system compatibility via the trial version.

==
History

==
2018/10/10 Ver1.01 Bug Fix

And we have something in our blog:
https://celusisstudio.blogspot.com/
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core awaken the yuka

This game needs a lot of work. The animations are bad or nonexistant. Movement is clunky. The view is restrictive would be
better a little more zoomed out. You die from 1 hit so i dunno why there is a health bar or the heal thing. The video of the game
looked fun but the game, well its more fun to watch the video at this point. Overall this doesnt feel like a complete game.. This
game is same like Capitalist 2 but with more improvement and the AI pretty realistic, makes this game intense for balance of
products.. Same as with others, I purchased this but it is not showing up in game.

As it stands, I'll be opening a support ticket with the publisher over something I bought on Steam. I shouldn't have to open a
support ticket with the publisher over something I bought on Steam. This is stupidly ridiculous.

Edit: I'll give props to the customer support team at daybreak games where it's due. They fixed the issue promptly, so I'm
changing my review from a negative to a positive.

To anyone who has run into similar issues with this, open a support ticket with daybreak games and they should be able to fix
the issue for you (as they did for me).. not bad, but not my cup of tea.. I am quite saddened that it is so short. And the romance
build-up could have been better, tbh. But I still enjoyed it a lot. I think it has a lot of potential still and if you ever decide to
make a part 2 or something like that I would definitely buy it.. Lucent Heart is a great game, I have been playing it for maybe a
little over a month now. Yes sometimes it gets laggy but it is a fun game overrall. The reason i got Lucent Heart was to find
something i could play with friends. I even made more friends through Lucent Heart! I love how its linked to our Zodiac signs
too!! It is so cool using Dance Show to dance and that you can have people dance along with you. I also love that you can team
up with other players to help you with quests and talk to cupid to find your soulmate. People think this game is terrible or bad
but they just haven't even tried, yes i agree with some comments saying it is laggy but the comments like how girls play guy
characters and guys play girl characteers. I am a girl playing a girl character... but anyway i would recommend this. My
character is DeathToTheStars and i hope to see you around<3. Absolutely fantastic!. its a fantastic game i just cant recommend
it due to performance issues
. verry good game play this when I was child I <3 this game
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The name put me off for a while, but by golly if this isn't one of the best town builder\/factory games I've ever played.

If you are a lover of Factorio, Banished, Anno, and\/or Frostpunk, you will love this too. Worth the full ticket price.. Just don't.
Save yourself the trouble.. The highlight of this game is the well-present graphics, stand-out soundtrack and likeable main
character which give a very pleasant first feel to the game. The dialogue, while the main character is done well, comes across as
uneven, odd and nonsensical. The story is yet another riff on the Knight Templar and remains serviceable until the ridiculous
ending.

The biggest problem is that this game is the excessively linear, even for the genre. You simply cannot do any actions until some
prior action has been done, and the game informs you of this bluntly. If you haven\u2019t got all the objects from a map, you
can\u2019t leave. The game is plagued with do random event X in random location Y and then gets a phone call to make the
story progress.

Then there is the problem of the voice acting getting clipped, the fact that the voice acting is often vastly different from the sub-
titles, random objects you need lying around in random locations, and all you have is a mess. It\u2019s too bad, because there
are some parts of this game that are done well, and other parts that are done poorly. It has potential, but just never lives up to it..
D
awesome. In my opinion this game is pointless.
You're just flying little square and you have to avoid words probably from book "Alice in Wonderland" (I didn't read this).
But sometimes you can play if you're bored :).. Oh,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Free Gold Scraps To Upgrade My
Kurogane Daggers.

thanks, bandai namco.

Honestly, I'd Probably Pay Money For This One. Soul Bottles Are My Life, And Just About The Only Thing I Spend Tales
Coins On Anymore Now That I Got All The Costumes. Can't Go Wrong With Free\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Though.. Can't recommend this if you don't have VR. Instead of enjoying the game, you'll be wrestling with the horrible control
scheme to perform even the simplest of tasks (like moving through a corridor) and if you have motion sickness then have a barf
bag ready b\/c you'll be projectile vomiting after about 5 minutes. The game otherwise looks really good and seems like it could
be a lot of fun but, once again, I wouldn't buy it unless you can play it in VR.. I keep saying that I am going to stop buying
Solitaire games since I own a lot of the, but Devs keep bringing them out on Steam and I keep buying them. Chronicles of
Emerland is one of those games. Very good Solitaire. Comes with a story and is a solitaire\/hidden object hybrid. One of the
best solitaire games I have played. Great, beautiful graphics. 10\/10. i can't press the start button
. I wish it had the modern tilesets included, but overall, this is great! Tons of assets! Great buy!

New Star Manager New patch available (1.1.0):
Version 1.1.0 adds BETA controller support for players using all language options.
Version 1.1.0 also contains a fix for users of Radeon graphics cards who were encountering missing graphics (white screens).
. New patch available (1.0.1):
Just one fix for this patch. Should be a fix for the plain screen on boot. If you are still having problems, please let us know.. 
New patch available (1.0.3):
Version 1.0.3 contains a graphical update with a higher-fidelity game world.
It also contains BETA support for controllers/gamepads.

Please use the Steam discussion forum or contact us via support@newstargames.com or "New Star Soccer" on Facebook to let
us know how we can improve the game's controller support.

PLEASE NOTE: Controller support is currently only available for users who are playing using the English language option.
Controller support for other languages will follow in a future update.
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